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!
September 13, 2013

Melissa Comer, President
Tennessee Council of Teachers of English

Dwight Wade, Executive Secretary      
Tennessee Council of Teachers of English      

Dear Tennessee Council of Teachers of English:

I send greetings from the National Council of Teachers of English to you and to all those joining you at your 
conference on September 27-28, 2013! NCTE applauds the efforts of the Tennessee Council of Teachers of 
English in making this conference possible as well as each participant’s contribution to the event and the 
development of this profession.

Ongoing learning opportunities for teachers are vital for improving the teaching and learning of the English 
language arts at all grade levels. Research shows that all students can achieve at high levels when they are taught 
by teachers who are continuing learners, especially when teachers learn and share in teams with their colleagues 
across the disciplines. This conference provides a way for teachers to continue their own learning so they can 
share new ideas with their colleagues and work together with them to better support the learning of their students.

As the only nationwide professional organization of English and language arts teachers, NCTE works to make the 
teaching of English and language arts more rewarding and more effective for all by providing professional 
learning and sharing opportunities through the National Center for Literacy Education and its Literacy in 
Learning Exchange; through its Pathways Program, web seminars, and consulting network; through its books, 
journals, and position statements; and through its conventions and meetings. In addition NCTE works with 
policymakers at all levels to insure they are aware of good teaching and learning practices and consider these in 
the policies they make. I invite your membership in this important organization. 

Sincerely,

Millie Davis
Senior Developer, Affiliated Groups and Public Outreach



Friday, September 27, 2013

8:00-4:30 Registration/Information Desk Open - Front Lobby
KEYNOTE ADDRESS

David Gill
David Gill, a native of Tennessee, will be the 2013 conference 
keynote speaker.  David, in his own words, has been a house painter, 
cafeteria manager, bookstore schleper, high school teacher, and 
college professor. Author of four books for middle school and high 
school readers, David's novels have received critical praise.  In his 
debut novel, Soul Enchilada, Kirkus awarded it a star review and 
called it an "action-packed power-punch of a debut." 8:30-9:30

Ballroom A

BREAKOUT SESSION 1
9:45-10:30 

Common Core and Creativity – Not an Oxymoron:  Teaching “The 
Gettysburg Address”
Suellen Alfred
Presenter will invite participants to help her use Common Core standards to 
teach “The Gettysburg Address” which was delivered by Abraham Lincoln in 
1863 dedicating the national cemetery in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania. 
Participants will listen, write, read, draw, and speak, and maybe even sing 
and draw.  
Strands:  Writing, Informational Literacy, CC Integration
Grade Level:  General

Meeting Room A

Meeting Room B

More Bang for Your Buck
Jill Pugh & Robin Perry
Finally, a way to integrate technology in your classroom and meet the 
Common Core State Standards addressed in one session! Energize your 
classroom and build learning excitement with technology-rich writing 
activities that allow your students to collaborate with each other and you 
while developing critical-thinking skills. 
Strands:  Writing, Technology Integration, Common Core Integration
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School

Meeting Room C

Getting to the "Core" of the English Classroom
Penny Ferguson, Maria Greene, & Rachel Rushworth-Hollander
Looking for some creative teaching strategies to incorporate Common Core into 
the English Curriculum? Ways to promote literacy with other disciplines? 
Strategies for improving formative assessment, differentiated instruction, and 
use of technology? If so, then this is the session for you!
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Informational Literacy, Technology 
Integration, CC integration, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers
Grade Level:  High School



Meeting Room D

Using an All-School Read to Create Community and Build Socratic Circle 
Skills
Christi Williams, Chris Dowlen, Jesse Tidyman, Damon Ray, Kevin 
Edwards, Rita Bullinger, & Sue Gilmore 
The MLK English department has assigned a common informational summer 
reading text to all incoming high school students for the past two years (The 
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, Rebecca Skloot, and Why We Can’t Wait, Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr.). This allows freshmen through seniors to think 
critically and begin their school year with high level discussion about cross-
curricular concepts. Learn how the team worked together to teach the younger 
students to speak confidently and effectively and the older students to engage 
with their less experienced peers; the questions were developed; and the 
logistics of grouping 800 students were handled.
Strands:  Reading/Literature, Informational Text
Grade Level:  Middle School/High School

BREAKOUT SESSION 2
10:45-11:30 

Meeting Room A

Increasing Vocabulary Knowledge to Influence Reading Comprehension
Ivy Phillips 
Vocabulary development is essential to understanding and analyzing 
literature. Exploring vocabulary through Greek and Latin roots is an effective 
way to foster vocabulary development. Through vocabulary mini-lessons and 
vocabulary research assignments, students are able to develop their personal 
lexicon, which influences their writing and their reading abilities.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature
Grade Level:  Middle School

Meeting Room B

Magical Moments: When Powerful Instruction and Quality Practice Collide
Robin Perry & Jill Pugh
Utilize interactive tools to promote student engagement, identify at-risk 
students, and enhance classroom dynamics. Analyze assessments and develop 
an action plan of effective instructional strategies that meet the needs of 
diverse students. Build programs around powerful instruction and meaningful, 
quality practice to achieve remarkable results. Transform classrooms today!
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Informational Literacy, CC Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers  
Grade Level:  General

Meeting Room C

Creating a Community of Readers and Writers
Jennifer Futrell & Alicia Quattlebaum
A basic overview of creating a culture of readers and writers. Includes a 
glimpse into the cognitive apprenticeship model, as well as factors to motivate 
and engage students in the Upper Elementary and Language Arts classrooms.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers 
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School



Meeting Room D

Extreme Couponing: Free and Dirt Cheap Resources for Integrating 
Common Core
Julie Faulkner
Do you ever wonder how to bring technology into the classroom or how to 
implement what you have on a limited budget? Welcome to extreme couponing 
for teachers – where great values from the World Wide Web and beyond will be 
at your finger tips! Common core standards will be paired with free resources 
that can be used to teach those standards. Many of the resources will be 
demonstrated, explained, and suggestions for use will be offered. Participants 
will also go home with some original FREE materials.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, CC Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers  
Grade Level:  High School

BREAKOUT SESSION 3
11:45-12:30 

Meeting Room A

Teaching English? There's an App for That!
Leslie Suters & Melissa Comer
How do you decide the best apps to use for teaching English when there are so 
many to choose from? A list of suggested apps will be shared and attendees 
will be encouraged to share their favorites as well. Presenter will bring iPads 
to allow attendees hands-on practice with some of these apps. Participants are 
also encouraged to bring their own iPads.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration  
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School

Meeting Room B

From Flipped to Foundational: Integrating Technology in the ELA 
Classroom
Kathryn Lutton
This session includes strategies and examples in integrating technology in an 
English/Language Arts class. Topics include the flipped model, web apps, 
online tools, and others.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration  
Grade Level:  High School

Meeting Room C

A Literacy Step for Struggling Readers and ELL
Dorota Silber & Abir El Daba, Ph.D 
Strategies that will help struggling students improve their reading and 
comprehension abilities.
Strands: Reading/Literature, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers  
Grade Level:  General

Essential Questions and the Common Core
Kevin Edwards
Teachers are overwhelmed with Common Core standards, but this workshop 
would look at easy ways to increase rigor by using essential questions to guide 
units of instruction.
Strands: CC Integration  
Grade Level:  High School

Meeting Room D



AWARDS & KEYNOTE LUNCHEON
BALLROOM A

12:30-2:30 

VINCE VAWTER
Vince Vawter, a native of Tennessee, will deliver a luncheon address 
and present during the afternoon breakout session.  Vawter's debut 
novel, Paperboy, has received critical acclaim.

LUNCHEON KEYNOTE

WELCOME: 
Christi Williams 

RECOGNITIONS:
Penny Ferguson, Don Jenkins Teachers Award of Excellence Chair

 
AWARD RECIPIENT:

The 2013 Don Jenkins Award for Excellence in the Teaching of English Language 
Arts recipient is Amy Lawrence.  Ms. Lawrence teaches eighth grade at 
Hutchison School in Memphis where she sponsors the school newspaper and 
literary magazine.  A published author of fiction, essays, reviews, and food blogs, 
Ms. Lawrence has also presented at the Tennessee Council of Teachers of English 
annual conference. 

KEYNOTE INTRODUCTION:

Melissa Comer, TCTE President

KEYNOTE:

Vince Vawter, Author of Paper Boy

CLOSING REMARKS:

Ivy Phillips, President-Elect



BREAKOUT SESSION 4
2:30-3:15 

Meeting Room A

A Passion for Communication
Vince Vawter
Vince Vawter, a retired newspaper editor and publisher, struggled with a 
severe stutter during his formative years. He hid behind a mask of silence and 
self-doubt in school even as he worshiped words and their power. Through 
humorous anecdotes and the true story of a life-changing confrontation with a 
remarkable English teacher, he describes his unique struggle and his passion to 
communicate.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, CC Integration, Engaging Reluctant/
Struggling Readers  
Grade Level:  General

Meeting Room B

Perhaps It Could Be Said by the Poem: How Art Could Save Our Profession, 
Our Students, and the World
Kevin Chopson
This high school teacher, adjunct professor, and Pushcart Prize nominated poet 
will read samples of his original work that speak to the broader notion of 
interconnectedness within elements of society and how the written word is 
important in holding these elements together. Chopson's poems have been 
published in the English Journal, Concho River Review, Poetry Salzburg Review, 
The Southern Poetry Anthology, The Baltimore Review, The South Carolina 
Review, San Pedro River Review, Nashville Arts Magazine, REAL: Regarding 
Arts and Letters, Tennessee English Journal, and numerous others.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, Informational 
Literacy, Common Core Integration
Grade Level:  General
Session Repeat: 3:30-4:15

Meeting Room C

Using Jane Bell Kiester’s Giggles in the Middle as a Springboard to Engage 
Students in the Language Arts Classroom
Rhonda Richards, Ginger Little, & Patti Endres 
In this session, participants will learn about using Giggles in the Middle to get 
students excited about reading, writing, and vocabulary. This book is not just 
another daily language practice series with boring, unconnected sentences that 
students correct. It is a year- long story that students read, correct, write about, 
and discuss. It also contains challenging vocabulary that students learn in 
context. In addition to demonstrating how to use the book for reading, writing, 
and language instruction, I will show participants how to use movement, 
foldables, and games to enrich students' understanding of the vocabulary.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers 
Grade Level:  Middle School

Meeting Room D

What Really Goes On in High School and College Writing Classes? Research 
on Teaching Writing in Tennessee Secondary & Post-Secondary Schools
Susan North 
This speaker will introduce a data base on the teaching of writing in public high 
schools, community colleges, and universities across the state of Tennessee.
Strands:  Writing
Grade Level:  High School



BREAKOUT SESSION 5
3:30-4:15 

Meeting Room A

Using Toontastic to Write Stories
Leslie Suters, Sarah Keller, and Stephanie Richards
Explore the possibilities for students to create animated stories and try your 
hand at creating your own to use in the classroom. Toontastic is a free, user-
friendly, iPad app that will engage students of all ages. Presenters will share 
interdisciplinary stories created with Toontastic.
Strands:  Writing,  Technology Integration
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School

Meeting Room B

Perhaps It Could Be Said by the Poem: How Art Could Save Our Profession, 
Our Students, and the World
Kevin Chopson
This high school teacher, adjunct professor, and Pushcart Prize nominated poet 
will read samples of his original work that speak to the broader notion of 
interconnectedness within elements of society and how the written word is 
important in holding these elements together. Chopson's poems have been 
published in the English Journal, Concho River Review, Poetry Salzburg Review, 
The Southern Poetry Anthology, The Baltimore Review, The South Carolina 
Review, San Pedro River Review, Nashville Arts Magazine, REAL: Regarding 
Arts and Letters, Tennessee English Journal, and numerous others.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, Informational 
Literacy, Common Core Integration
Grade Level:  General
Session Repeat: 2:30-3:15

Meeting Room C

Rollercoaster of Literacy
Amber Spears, Jennifer Meadows, & Leann Taylor
Are your students bored with the same routine? (Read the book, answer the 
questions, write a paper) Have no fear...Web 2.0 tools are here!! In this session 
you will learn how to incorporate technology into your reading and writing 
lessons. These tools will enable students to become engaged in the learning 
process while maximizing cooperative learning. 
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, CC Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers   
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School

Meeting Room D

Google Drive, Turnitin.com, BYOT and the Writing Process: Cramming the 
writing process into modern day technology
Thomas Wilson 
There are so many resources online that it is hard to know what system to 
choose for a full year of schooling. This seminar discusses how Google Drive, 
Turnitin.com and BYOT (includes smartphones, tablets and laptops) can be 
used for every aspect of writing (from a teacher perspective) in the classroom: 
drafting, revising and editing, peer reviewing, grading and plagiarism 
checking.
Strands:  Writing, Technology Integration
Grade Level:  High School



TCTE 2013 POSTER SESSION

Saturday, September 28 from 8:30-9:15 am 
in Meeting Room D

Defining Moments: An Examination of Using Definition Supported Authentic Texts to 
Improve Reading Comprehension and Increase vocabulary acquisition 
Jennifer Cooper
Presentation of the results of a research study examining the use of text embedded glosses on 
reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition measures
Strands: Reading/Literature
Audience: High School

Engaging Adolescents in Literacy with the Use of Learning Stations 

Nancy Kolodziej
The presenter and author of the book, "Learning Station Models for Middle Grades" will share 
her experiences with using learning stations as a way to actively engage adolescents in literacy 
instructional activities. This poster session will provide practical ideas for planning and 
implementing learning stations; including how to develop ideas for stations, ways to organize 
materials and group students, and how to assess students’ work and maintain positive student 
behaviors.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, Common Core Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers
Audience: Middle School

Graffitti Wall 
Kasi Ross
Students will be able to creatively share a book by using drawings, colors, words, or any other 
creative ways to present information. Using this technique students will explore literature and 
share what they comprehend about the book, using various strategies, such as summarizing 
and clarifying.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Informational Literacy, Common Core Integration, and 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers
Audience: Upper Elementary

A Look Inside Character 

April Wilkerson and Constance Lundy 
The character silhouette focuses on improving comprehension through identification of 
characters. It explores five components of the character. This activity is aligned with all five 
Reading Language Arts Common Core Standards.
Strands: Writing, Reading/Literature, Common Core Integration, and Engaging Reluctant/
Struggling Readers
Audience: General



TCTE 2013 POSTER SESSION, 
CONTINUED 

Saturday, September 28 from 8:30-9:15 am in 
Meeting Room D

A Phenonemonological Study of High School Students' Perceptions of English 
Cort Casey
This study explored high school English students’ perceptions regarding the real world value 
that they associated with their English and literature classes. In this study a group of public 
school students was used, as was a separate group of private school students, to detail 
similarities and differences between both student types.
Strands: Reading/Literature and Other
Audience: General

Pleasure Packs a Punch: Adolescent Speak about Reading for Fun at School 

Julie Baker with Emily Thompson and Amanda Ellis
Pleasure reading. The two words often don’t meet in adolescent vocabulary and they most 
certainly don’t come together at school. High stakes testing and teacher evaluation systems 
don’t take into consideration whether students enjoy reading, but results may be surprising if 
students are given opportunity, access, and choice to read what they want at school. This 
qualitative, interpretive study explored adolescent pleasure reading by taking a variety of 
student-chosen books into classrooms and providing time to read in class. The importance of 
adolescent voice was illustrated in preliminary results indicating piqued student interest in 
reading and more open conversations about reading and learning in the classroom.
Strands: Reading/Literature and Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers
Audience: High School



Saturday, September 28, 2013

7:30-11:30 Registration/Information Desk Open - Front Lobby
BREAKOUT SESSION 6
8:30-9:15 

Ch-Ch-Changes (Turn and Face the Strain): SIMPLY Adjusting What We 
Teach and How We Teach to Powerfully Affect Student Learning
Shannon Collins
Heraclitus may have coined the adage “The only constant is change” long, long 
ago; however, teachers live this truth daily. This session will demonstrate a way 
teachers can develop/organize curricula and instructional materials that 
powerfully integrate new standards (CCSS) and new assessments (PARCC) 
without sacrificing years of experience/knowledge. Furthermore, the session 
will be interactive as teachers collaborate to build potential modules of study to 
take back to their grade 6-8 classrooms.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature,  CC Integration, Engaging 
Grade Level:  Middle School
Session Repeat: 9:30-10:15

Meeting Room B

The Challenges Facing Common Core Integration for Districts, Schools and 
Classrooms
Kristi Galligan
As teachers shift from No Child Left Behind to the new Common Core Standards, 
we are being faced with new challenges and a new call to emphasis writing and 
literacy in every classroom. This presentation will focus on how teachers in 
every subject matter are preparing to teach and assess the new Common Core 
Standards. It will also address the challenges states, districts, and schools have 
faced in implementing the Common Core Curriculum.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, CC Integration
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/MS

Meeting Room C

Meeting the Common Core with Common Sense
Barry Gilmore
In the push toward college and career readiness, what happens to disengaged 
and struggling students--or those who just don't care? The presenters will 
share practical strategies for engaging and motivating such students in ways 
that both meet the core standards and promote authentic learning through 
inquiry, choice, and the promotion of self-directed, independent students.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, CC Integration, Engaging Reluctant/
Struggling Readers   
Grade Level:  High School

Meeting Room A



POSTER SESSION

The Poster Session will be delivered via a roundtable format.  Presenters will 
share a multitude of information that covers a spectrum of topics.  Please see 
the insert on pages 9-10 for more details. 

Meeting Room D

BREAKOUT SESSION 7
9:30-10:15 

Ch-Ch-Changes (Turn and Face the Strain): SIMPLY Adjusting What We 
Teach and How We Teach to Powerfully Affect Student Learning
Shannon Collins
Heraclitus may have coined the adage “The only constant is change” long, long 
ago; however, teachers live this truth daily. This session will demonstrate a way 
teachers can develop/organize curricula and instructional materials that 
powerfully integrate new standards (CCSS) and new assessments (PARCC) 
without sacrificing years of experience/knowledge. Furthermore, the session 
will be interactive as teachers collaborate to build potential modules of study to 
take back to their grade 6-8 classrooms.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature,  CC Integration, Engaging 
Grade Level:  Middle School
Session Repeat: 8:30-9:15

Meeting Room A

Meeting Room B

Integrating Writing and Technology: One Practical Strategy
Renee Moran
This session will highlight how to employ Educreations, an up and coming 
technological tool, in order to teach writing in a more interactive and creative 
manner.  Participants will learn the basics of the technological tool, as well as 
specifically how to integrate it within a writing framework.
Strands:  Writing, Technology Integration, Informational Literacy
Grade Level:  General

Meeting Room C

Using Larry Bell’s 12 Powerful Words to Motivate and Lead Students to 
Understanding Test Taking Terms
Kristen Trent, Meagan Ricks, & Gretchen Elliot 
Do your students suffer from test anxiety? Have you seen them panic when 
reading a question simply because they don’t understand how to respond? 
Come hear about Larry Bell’s 12 Powerful Words that are commonly used in 
standardized assessment. Learn to play games, sing, and chant your way to less 
apprehension and higher scores!
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Informational Literacy, CC Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers    
Grade Level:  Upper Elementary/Middle School



Meeting Room D

Creative Lesson Planning
Caroline McGaha 
Learn how to develop and implement creative lesson plans by integrating your 
personality traits with those of your students in the changing world of 
standards and evaluations.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, Technology Integration, CC Integration, 
Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers      
Grade Level:  High School

BREAKOUT SESSION 8
10:30-11:15 

Combining Visual Literacy with Writing: An Avenue to Strengthen Reading 
Comprehension
Kathy Brashears
By connecting language arts to other content areas, particularly social studies, 
participants will examine how personal and cultural perspectives influence 
comprehension. Using online resources and keeping Common Core standards in 
mind, participants will engage in visual literacy, reading, and writing strategies 
designed to foster a deeper understanding of printed texts.
Strands:  Writing, Reading/Literature, CC Integration, Engaging  
Grade Level:  Upper ElementaryMiddle School

Meeting Room A

Meeting Room B

Boys in a Bind: Gendered Literacy
Dru Tomlin, Ph.D.
Fostering a culture of school-wide literacy involves understanding the literate 
lives of boys and girls.  In this interactive session, we will examine how boys and 
girls use verbal and nonverbal language differently, what research and our 
perceptions say about gender and literacy, and, most critically, how we can help 
all students be interested readers and writers –as we keep gender in mind.  
Learn how we can close the gendered literacy gap in the school house by 
motivating our male readers to discover what’s under the book cover. 
Strands:  Reading/Literature, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers 
Grade Level:  General 

Meeting Room C

Working with Words
Jessica Holloway
Vocabulary is a crucial component of learning in English language arts. Explore 
and learn vocabulary strategies to ensure that students are working with words 
and meeting the standards of Common Core.
Strands:  Reading/Literature, CC Integration, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling 
Readers  
Grade Level: Middle School

Research on Teen Writers
Jill Henderson
What do teen writers have to say about how, when and why they choose to write 
outside of school for their own purposes? It's their time to talk, and they have 
some informative and surprising things to say that challenge some of our 
assumptions.
Strands:  Writing, Engaging Reluctant/Struggling Readers  
Grade Level: High School

Meeting Room D



CLOSING KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Dru Tomlin
Director of Middle Level Services for the Association of Middle 
Level Education (AMLE)
As the Director of Middle Level Services for the AMLE, Dru has a 
commitment to educational improvement and a passion for 
teaching, learning, and middle school. In 1994, Dru began his 18 
year career in education as an English teacher at Harrisonburg 
High School in Virginia and then, in 1998, he discovered the joys of 
middle school in Georgia as a language arts, reading, and social 
studies teacher and then as a school administrator. He has also 
been a school system staff development trainer and a faculty 
member for AMLE's Leadership Institute, believing firmly in the 
power of professional learning.  For his work, Dru has been 
recognized as a school system Teacher of the Year and as Georgia's 
Middle School Assistant Principal of the Year.

11:30-12:45
Ballroom A

Join 
us in 

Memphis for 
the 2014 

Conference

Local Committee                                                     
Conference Chairs                                                 

Conference Organizer . . . Melissa Comer                                        
Program Chair . . . . . . . . . .Leslie Suters
Poster Session Chair . . . . .Kristen Trent
Conference Wiki Chair . . . Kathy Brashears
Publicity Chair . . . . . . . . . . Ivy Phillips
Registration Chair . . . . . . .Rob Wade
Exhibits Chair . . . . . . . . . . Tracy Duckworth
Technology Chair . . . . . . . .Leslie Suters
Hospitality Co-Chairs . . . . Christi Williams/Christy Baird


